Unit 1

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. d 2. c 3. a 4. b
Picture order: 3, 1, 4, 2

B.
Down
1. bottle 3. dishes 5. meal
6. fork
Across
2. spoon 4. ice cream 7. bowl
8. knife

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. b 2. b 3. a 4. a

B.
1. clouds 2. mad 3. alarm
4. sand 5. rainbow

Activities
A.
1. storm 2. cheese 3. asleep
4. rainbow 5. clouds 6. mad
7. spoon 8. huge

B.
1. a 2. b 3. c 4. a 5. c

C.
1. alarm, asleep, wake up, mad
2. cheese, bowl, forks, meal

D.

Unit 2

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. a 2. b 3. b 4. a

B.
1. ocean 2. square 3. son
4. pocket 5. smart

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. c 2. a 3. d 4. b
Picture order: 2, 4, 3, 1

B.
Down
1. soccer 3. drum 4. tiny
5. chip
Across
2. ticket 4. theater 5. can
6. amazing

Activities
A.
1. wing 2. pocket 3. brush
4. son 5. chips 6. photographs
7. bug 8. can

B.
1. a 2. c 3. b 4. c 5. b

C.
1. daughter, photographs, bugs, wings
2. soccer, tickets, son, amazing

D.

Unit 3

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. d 2. c 3. a 4. b
Picture order: 4, 3, 1, 2

B.
1. yard 2. magazine 3. bath
4. chases
The secret word is: date (a)

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. a 2. a 3. b 4. b

B.
1. soup/salt, salt/soup 2. salads, menu
Activities
A.
1. serve  2. planet  3. chase
4. menu  5. magazine  6. lock
7. rice  8. bath

B.
1. c  2. b  3. a  4. b  5. c

C.
1. yard, bath, feathers, chase
2. born, date, served, gifts

D.

Unit 4
New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. tip, tail  2. ghost, scary
3. thick, thin

B. Down
1. ghost  2. brave  3. thick
4. low

Across
3. tail  5. scary  6. wet
7. hero

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. a  2. b  3. b  4. a

Picture order: 2, 3, 1, 4

B.
1. pan  2. wild  3. sugar
4. firefighters  5. library

Activities
A.
1. string  2. firefighter  3. scary
4. pot  5. tail  6. sugar
7. thin  8. tip

B.
1. b  2. c  3. c  4. b  5. a

C.
1. library, firefighters, brave, wet, heroes
2. ghost, scary, tail, bone

D.

Bonus 1
New Words 1-10
A.
1. c  2. b  3. d  4. a

Picture order: 3, 4, 1, 2

New Words 11-20
A.
1. b  2. d  3. a  4. c

Picture order: 3, 4, 1, 2
**Practice**

**A.**
1. otter 2. bat 3. rhinoceros 4. chimpanzee

**Picture order:** 4, 3, 1, 2

**B.**

**Down**
1. orangutan 2. rhinoceros 3. chimpanzee 5. cheetah

**Across**
1. otter 4. hyena 6. moose 7. panther

**Activities**

**A.**
1. a 2. b 3. b 4. c 5. a

**B.**
1. truck, ferry 2. bat, van 3. helicopter, ambulance

**C.**
1. ambulance v, orangutan, van v 2. moose, airplane v, bat v 3. motorcycle, chipmunk v, cheetah v 4. otter v, yacht v, train

**D.**
1. train, rhinoceros, hyena, airplane 2. scooter, moose, chipmunk, orangutan

**Review 1**

**A.**
1. a. wet; b. soccer 2. a. photograph; b. rainbow 3. a. magazine; b. pockets

**B.**
1. ferry, truck, scooter, airplane 2. dishes, spoon, fork, bowl 3. orangutan, hyena, rhinoceros, panther 4. nurse, firefighter, daughter, neighbor

**C.**
1. yard, tiny, feathers, wings, bugs, wild

2. menus, salads, serves, salt, bowl, ice cream, amazing

**Unit 5**

**New Words 1-10 Practice**

**A.**
1. fit 2. vegetables 3. apartment, empty 4. hole, classroom

**Picture order:** 4, 2, 1, 3

**B.**
1. sinks 2. classmates 3. thirsty 4. vegetables 5. apartment

**New Words 11-20 Practice**

**A.**
1. b 2. a 3. b

**B.**
1. hurry 2. aunt 3. cousin 4. sail 5. wheel

**The secret word is:** uncle (c)

**Activities**

**A.**
1. empty 2. hurry 3. holes 4. land 5. sail 6. sink 7. wheel 8. vegetables

**B.**
1. a 2. c 3. a 4. b 5. b

**C.**
1. airport, aunt/uncle, uncle/aunt, engine, hurry 2. classmates, vegetables, thirsty, holes

**D.**
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Unit 6

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. c  2. d  3. b  4. a  
Picture order: 3, 1, 4, 2

B.
Down
1. forehead  2. carpet  3. sharp
Across
1. face  3. smoothie  4. balloon
5. jar  6. print

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. b  2. b  3. a  4. a
B.
1. adventure  2. weekend  3. bridge
4. tank  5. screens

Activities
A.
1. weekend  2. wagon  3. balloons
4. smoothie  5. print  6. jar
7. tank  8. screen
B.
1. a  2. b  3. a  4. c  5. b
C.
1. wagon, adventure, nothing, bridges
2. weekend, forehead, sharp, face
D.

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. d  2. c  3. a  4. b
Picture order: 2, 1, 4, 3
B.
1. false  2. pour  3. weak
4. taste  5. weight
The secret word is: fresh (a)

Activities
A.
1. taste  2. wave  3. pour
4. accident  5. area  6. nobody
7. fat  8. beef
B.
1. c  2. b  3. b  4. a  5. a
C.
1. Fresh, healthy  2. weak, weight
3. wonderful  4. pouring, oil
Picture order: 3, 4, 1, 2
D.

Unit 7

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. b  2. b  3. b  4. a
B.
1. section  2. shy  3. wonderful
4. fat  5. false

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. b  2. d  3. a  4. c
Picture order: 3, 2, 4, 1
B.
1. basket  2. tours  3. cart
4. expression  5. wraps
The secret word is: butter (a)
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Activities
A.
1. math  2. hike  3. wrap  4. environment  5. journey  6. museum  7. expression  8. basket

B.
1. c  2. b  3. a  4. c  5. b

C.
1. environment, guide, welcomes, tour, museum
2. coins, math, expression, natural

D.

Bonus 2
New Words 1-10

Practice
A.
1. lettuce  2. eggplant  3. radishes
4. peas  5. potatoes  6. spinach
7. beans  8. carrots

B.
1. garlic  2. beans
3. carrots, potatoes  4. lettuce, tomatoes
Picture order: 4, 1, 3, 2

New Words 11-20

Practice
A.
1. d  2. c  3. b  4. a
Picture order: 4, 2, 1, 3

B.
1. Basketball  2. archery  3. boxing  4. bowling  5. surfing
The secret word is: tennis (c)

Activities
A.
1. c  2. b  3. c  4. a  5. b

B.
1. garlic, golf
2. peas/carrots, carrots/peas
3. basketball, tennis

C.
1. boxing V, golf, fencing V
2. garlic V, baseball V, peas
3. potatoes V, carrots V, radishes V
4. basketball, bowling, surfing V

D.
1. lettuce, basketball, boxing, tomatoes
2. tennis, eggplant, lacrosse
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Review 2
A. 1. a. golf; b. hole  2. a. tent; b. lake  3. a. museum; b. guide

B. 1. peas, lettuce, radish, spinach  2. lake, classroom, airport, apartment  3. boxing, lacrosse, bowling, archery  4. fresh, sharp, weak, empty

C. 1. cousin, lake, activities, freezes, hole, fresh  2. healthy, fat, smoothie, vegetables, beef, Hiking

Unit 9
New Words 1-10 Practice
A. 1. spins, toes  2. crowd, cheering  3. score, goal

B. Down 1. score  2. goal  4. court  6. toe  7. spin
Across 3. coach  5. upset  7. skate

New Words 11-20 Practice
A. 1. a  2. a  3. b  4. b

B. witch  2. imagine  3. dialog
4. contains  5. monsters

Activities
A. 1. toes  2. skate  3. witch  4. monster  5. crowd  6. cheer  7. dialog  8. bite

B. 1. a  2. b  3. a  4. b  5. c

C. contains, bite, bars, soap, popular  2. skating, spins, crowd, cheers, score


Unit 10
New Words 1-10 Practice
A. 1. stamp 2. pack, holiday  3. performs, sweatshirt  4. lovely, dive

Picture order: 3, 1, 4, 2

B. excellent 2. stamps 3. pack
4. opinion 5. sweater

New Words 11-20 Practice
A. 1. fry, oil  2. prepares, exam  3. pair, candy

B. clues  2. flat  3. candy
4. information  5. prepares
The secret word is: stamp (b)

Activities

B. 1. c  2. a  3. a  4. b  5. a

C. holiday, lovely, dive, picnic, pack
2. prepare, exam, perform, information
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Unit 11
New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. olives
2. probably, challenge
3. blocks, melting
4. record, volcano
Picture order: 4, 1, 3, 2

B.
1. decorated
2. center
3. beside
4. probably
5. records

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. d
2. a
3. b
4. c
Picture order: 2, 4, 1, 3

B.
1. enter
2. village
3. jokes
4. scientist
5. nephew
The secret word is: niece (c)

Activities
A.
1. nephew
2. record
3. bow
4. volcano
5. challenge
6. joke
7. probably
8. enter

B.
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. c
5. a

C.
1. decorated, nephew, blocks, record
2. village, beside, volcano, Scientists, probably

D.
1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. F

Unit 12
New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. a
2. b
3. a
4. a

B.
1. kiss
2. president
3. tower
4. wedding
5. advice

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. c
2. b
3. d
4. a
Picture order: 3, 1, 4, 2

B.
Down
1. opposite
2. notice
3. shell
6. ugly
Across
2. blanket
4. search
5. swimsuit
7. energy

Activities
A.
1. shells
2. palm
3. jaws
4. comma
5. gate
6. hug
7. tower
8. blanket

B.
1. b
2. c
3. b
4. b
5. a

C.
1. blanket, swimsuits, tower, search, shells
2. state, wedding, opposite, kiss, palms

D.
1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. F

Bonus 3
New Words 1-10
A.
1. umbrella
2. gloves
3. watch, bracelets  4. cap, sunglasses

**Picture order:** 4, 2, 1, 3

**B.**
1. a  2. b  3. b  4. a

**New Words 11-20**

**Practice**

**A.**  
1. d  2. a  3. b  4. c  

*Picture order:* 3, 1, 2, 4

**B.**

**Down**
1. drill  2. screw  3. wrench  
4. screwdriver

**Across**
2. saw  5. rake  6. nail  
7. hammer

**Activities**

**A.**  
1. b  2. a  3. c  4. a  5. b

**B.**

1. hammer, nail  2. gloves, rake  
3. cap, hose

**C.**

1. sunglasses  v, wrench, watch  
2. umbrella, nail, necklace  v  
3. hose  v, rake  v, wallet  
4. drill  v, bracelet  v, screw

**Review 3**

**A.**  
1. a. scientist; b. recording  
2. a. pair; b. wedding  
3. a. silly; b. sweater

**B.**  
1. wrench, screwdriver, hammer, drill  
2. coach, president, scientist, nephew  
3. cheer, skate, hug, perform  
4. watch, bracelet, sunglasses, earrings

**C.**

1. holidays, decorated, opinion, ugly, joke, candy  
2. pack, swimsuits, pair, probably, prepare, picnic

**Unit 13**

**New Words 1-10 Practice**

**A.**

1. c  2. a  3. d  4. b  

*Picture order:* 3, 1, 2, 4

**B.**

**Down**
1. waist  3. million  4. brain  
6. hundred

**Across**
2. stomach  5. thousand  7. colon  
8. armpit

**New Words 11-20 Practice**

**A.**

1. a  2. b  3. b  4. a

**B.**

1. escapes, cage  2. soldier, mail  
3. shiny, common

**Activities**

**A.**

1. mix  2. hundred  3. armpit
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Unit 14

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. level  2. recently, blind
3. lesson, grade  4. masters

Picture order: 4, 2, 3, 1

B.
1. club  2. fair  3. review
4. sauce  5. grade

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. d  2. c  3. a  4. b

Picture order: 2, 3, 1, 4

B.
1. polite  2. hobby  3. response
4. eyelids  5. location

The secret word is: topic (b)

Activities
A.
1. review  2. master  3. heel
4. club  5. polite  6. pattern
7. blind  8. bark

B.
1. a  2. c  3. b  4. c  5. a

C.
1. club, location, fair, topic
2. hobby, Recently, lessons, master

Unit 15

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. traditional  2. confuse, similar
3. floats, flood  4. choice, either

Picture order: 3, 4, 2, 1

B.
1. borrow  2. similar  3. focus
4. floats  5. nervous

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. invite, email  2. gather, discuss
3. repeats, trick

B.
1. traffic  2. aloud  3. proud
4. gather  5. invite

The secret word is: float (c)

Activities
A.
1. traffic  2. focus  3. borrow
4. trick  5. nervous  6. either
7. pie  8. proud

B.
1. c  2. a  3. c  4. b  5. a

C.
1. invited, traditional, borrowed, proud, nervous
2. choice, either, pie, gather

D.

Unit 16

New Words 1-10 Practice
A.
1. a  2. b  3. a  4. a
B.
1. cells 2. medicine 3. luck
4. objects 5. member

New Words 11-20 Practice
A.
1. c 2. d 3. b 4. a
Picture order: 2, 3, 4, 1

B.
1. bell 2. develop 3. passage
4. Poison 5. luck
The secret word is: blank (a)

Activities
A.
1. bell 2. passage 3. directions
4. members 5. blank 6. figure out
7. flags 8. pole

B.
1. b 2. c 3. b 4. c 5. a

C.
1. member, flag 2. directions, passage
3. compares, medicine 4. objects, cells
Picture order: 2, 1, 4, 3

D.

Bonus 4
New Words 1-10

Practice
A.
1. tortoise 2. chameleon 3. cobra
4. dinosaur 5. iguana 6. rattlesnake
7. crocodile 8. gecko

B.
1. alligators 2. lizard 3. tortoise
4. dinosaur
Picture order: 4, 2, 3, 1

New Words 11-20

Practice
A.
1. b 2. c 3. d 4. a
Picture order: 4, 1, 3, 2

B.
Down
2. angelfish 3. cod 4. swordfish
6. trout
Across
1. salmon 4. sardine 5. catfish
7. tuna

Activities
A.
1. b 2. c 3. c 4. a 5. b

B.
1. swordfish, sardines 2. alligator, catfish
3. lizard, cobra

C.
1. tuna V, dinosaur, cod V
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2. rattlesnake, parrot fish, chameleon
3. salmon, gecko, catfish
4. crocodile*, swordfish, clownfish
* Crocodile is the correct answer above, but alligator could also be accepted since they look so similar.

D.
1. tortoise, iguana, sardine
2. alligator, clownfish, parrot fish, rattlesnake

Review 4
A.
1. a. coughing; b. medicine
2. a. eyebrow; b. pattern
3. a. soldiers; b. discussing

B.
1. swordfish, salmon, sardine, trout
2. relax, discuss, borrow, summarize
3. sore, nervous, proud, shiny
4. alligator, crocodile, lizard, chameleon

C.
1. nervous, gather, flags, traditional, bell
2. escaped, post, pole, hundreds, luck